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P O R T F O L I OP O R T F O L I O



REAL LUXURY  
FOR REAL LIVING

Life is defined by the unexpected. And the inspired among us embrace the possibility of every 
moment, thrive on the opportunity of change. It is they who inspire our idea of luxury. While 

others set luxury on a pedestal, raise it above the realm of the everyday, INFINITI vehicles have 
always been built according to how you really live — from the way they're shaped on the outside 

and inside, to how they move through the world and empower your abilities to do the same. 
Now that idea extends to your experience of buying, owning and servicing your INFINITI — 

meeting you how you need it, when you need it. The time to redefine what ‘premium' means  
has finally arrived. We define it with only one rule: Luxury Should Be Lived In.



' T S U YA' M E A N S  D E P T H  A N D  D I M E N S I O N
An aesthetic should captivate you as the details emerge over time, rather than everything revealing itself all  
at once. Across the INFINITI line, our colours contain multitudes, our shapes change depending on how you  
look at them. Such as the creases on the D-pillar of the Q60 that only show themselves in the right light, at 
certain angles. Or the way the QX50 clamshell hood overlaps the fenders, as if the entire vehicle materialized 
from a unified whole. We call this 'Tsuya' – creating a lasting sense of interest that never wears out its welcome.

D E S I G N  F LO W S  F R O M  E M OT I O N  A N D  I N T R I G U E

SHAPED TO SATISFY 
HUMAN SENSES

Automakers build vehicles to mathematical perfection. At INFINITI, our lineup is crafted to human 
perception. Like the shifting mood of every day, exterior styling features subtle curves and creases 
that reveal themselves as the lighting changes, giving subtle expression to the bold shapes and 
daring proportions. Enter the vehicle, and the feeling is one of an interior created with intention — 
to elevate the senses. The result is a design sensibility as dynamic as you.

CO N TO U R S  O F S O U N D
Beauty with purpose creates harmony. The speaker grilles 
on the Bose® Performance Series audio system are not 
only visually impressive – the pattern, size, and shape of 
the holes optimize the flow of sound. The result is clearer, 
fuller audio – and a cabin that indulges all the senses.

F I N G E RT I P S  D O N ' T L I E
The surfaces you touch were specially crafted to please 
your fingertips. We studied human touch for two years to 
find that people prefer surfaces with texture similar to the 
width and depth of the ridges of a fingerprint. So areas 
like the armrest and door panel are truly soothing.

O P T I C A L , N OT N UM E R I C A L
Our interiors are made not to perfect the machine, but  
to please the driver. For example, in the area where the 
dashboard meets the door, the tolerance between the  
two panels varies to create the illusion of one line  
made from a single brushstroke. It's not mathematically 
exact, but visually precise.



INGENUITY FOR A LIFE

YO U R  L I F E  O N  YO U R  P L AT FO R M
Apple CarPlay® integration lets you bring the iPhone® 
experience along for the ride. Or make Android Auto™ your 
preferred driving companion.3 When you can choose the 
platform you prefer, connection fits your unique lifestyle.

D E-S T R E S S  T H E  COM MU T E
Take the tedium out of your travels. ProPILOT Assist can automatically 
react to the flow of traffic by braking, coming to a complete stop, and 
accelerating again when the pace picks up – even helping steer around 
gentle curves. The result is a highway drive made simpler.2

When it comes to keeping you connected, stay on top with innovation that constantly pushes the 
boundaries – and empowers you to go further. INFINITI InTouch™ combines leading navigation, security, 
entertainment and concierge technology in a state-of-the-art dash-mounted system. To help you stay 
safe, enjoy even more convenience, and maintain a firm control of your journey.1

F O R WA R D -T H I N K I N G  E A S E S  T H E  D AY-TO - D AY

T H E  T H R I L L H AS  N O  P L AT E AU
There's a difference between speed itself, and the exhilaration 
it brings. Our engines are tuned to maximize the driver's feeling 
of acceleration. By releasing torque over a broader rev range, 
INFINITI vehicles feel like a limitless rush. We call it Swell.

P OW E R  N OW, E F F I C I E N C Y N E X T
When power is what you need, the VC-Turbo™ engine 
changes the compression ratio to optimize output.4  
Then for efficiency, the ratio can expand for greater mileage. 
Others claim both power and efficiency – we transform it.

There are two ways to experience performance: with a stopwatch, or with your heart rate. We believe that 
how the driver feels while in motion is what matters most. We design and test from that foundation, then 
accelerate what's possible with technology. Like a fully digital handling system that helps you corner like a 
pro, turbochargers that spin faster for the thrill to last longer, or entire engines that change to meet your 
needs in the moment.

E N G I N E E R E D  TO  A M P L I F Y E V E R Y M O V E

ALWAYS IN MOTION
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QX60

Set yourself apart from all others in an unrivalled SUV – designed to help you  
conquer life in style with every stitch, seam, and innovative feature.

A P R E M I U M  C R O S S O V E R .
A LU X U R Y G A M E- C H A N G E R .

Mechanical and Performance:
Behind the QX60’s sleek exterior lies a powerful and versatile way to  
get ahead. 
• 3.5-litre V6 engine with 295 hp – and up to 6,000 lbs towing capacity
• Refined 9-speed automatic transmission and enhanced Intelligent  
 All-Wheel Drive1,5 for smoother acceleration

Craftsmanship:
Every square inch of the QX60 is tailored to harmonize elegant design  
with efficient purpose.  
• Autograph quilted semi-aniline leather massage seats
• Easy one-touch third-row access for effortless entry

Technology:
Surround yourself with entertaining and practical ways to stay connected. 
• Wireless Apple CarPlay® & USB-based Android Auto™ integration to  
     keep everyone entertained 
• Motion Activated Power Lift Gate for hands-free access to your cargo space
• INFINITI  InTouch™ 12.3” Interactive Display for expansive control

Safety:
• 10.8” Heads-Up Display (HUD) to offer advanced protection¹
• ProPILOT Assist1,2 with Navi Link, combined with Traffic Sign  
 Recognition, automatically slows you down for a more confident drivePre-production model shown.
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Make a statement, wherever you arrive. With the QX55, INFINITI blurs the 
line between a crossover and a coupe for a true original form. Again.

AN ALL-NEW CROSSOVER COUPE FOR
THE FEW WHO REFUSE TO CONFORM

Mechanical and Performance:  
• 2.0-litre VC-Turbo™ engine with 268 hp and 280 lb-ft of torque 
• INFINITI Intelligent All-Wheel Drive1,5 adapts to changing road conditions
Craftsmanship:  
• Monaco Red semi-aniline leather-appointed seating1 
• Black open pore Natural Maple Wood interior trim1

Technology:  
• Apple CarPlay®3 wireless integration for your compatible iPhone® 
• Android Auto™3 support for your compatible Android phone 
• Head-Up Display1 
• INFINITI InTouch™ with Wi-Fi Hotspot3 
• Hands-free Motion Activated Liftgate1,6 
•  ProPILOT Assist1,2 that helps navigate stop-and-go highway traffic
Safety:  
• Rear Automatic Braking7 with Rear Cross Traffic Alert8



You want the thrill. In life, work and on the road. Enter a V6 twin-
turbocharged sport sedan driven by cutting-edge engineering.

Mechanical and Performance:  
• 3.0-litre V6 twin-turbocharged engine with up to 400 hp1 
 and up to 350 lb-ft of torque1 
• Customizable Dynamic Digital Suspension1 adjusts to the road
Craftsmanship:  
• Semi-aniline quilted leather-appointed sport seats with red 
 contrast interior stitching1

Technology:  
• Navigation with Premium Traffic and MapCare1,3,9 
• Apple CarPlay®3 integration for your compatible iPhone® 
• Android Auto™3 support for your compatible Android phone 
• INFINITI InTouch™ with Wi-Fi Hotspot3

Safety:  
•  Predictive Forward Collision Warning10 that monitors the vehicle 

directly ahead of you and the one beyond it

A HI-TECH SPORT SEDAN CREATED 
FOR A LIFE THAT NEVER STOPS
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Q50

True performance is driven by fearlessness. The Q60 boosts your 
audacity with digitally adaptive1 handling and up to 400 hp.1 

Mechanical and Performance:  

• 3.0-litre V6 twin-turbocharged engine with up to 400 hp1 
 and up to 350 lb-ft of torque1 

• Customizable Dynamic Digital Suspension1 adjusts to the road
Craftsmanship:  
• Zero Gravity-inspired sport seats with contrast interior stitching11 
• Genuine Matte Black Carbon Fiber interior trim1

Technology:  
• Navigation with Premium Traffic and MapCare1,3,9 
• Apple CarPlay®3 integration for your compatible iPhone® 
• Android Auto™3 support for your compatible Android phone 
• INFINITI InTouch™ with Wi-Fi Hotspot3

Safety:  
• Forward Emergency Braking with pedestrian detection12 monitors for  
 vehicles and pedestrians in front of you, helping to avoid a collision

A STUNNING SPORT COUPE FOR
THOSE WHO DARE AT EVERY TURN
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Q60

U.S. model shown.

U.S. model shown.



AN INNOVATIVE CROSSOVER FOR  
THE ONES DRIVEN TO MOVE FORWARD

Ingenuity leads to the world's first engine4 that transforms for optimal 
power and efficiency, plus an interior like you've never seen.

Mechanical and Performance:  
• 2.0-litre VC-Turbo™ engine with 268 hp and 280 lb-ft of torque 
• INFINITI Intelligent All-Wheel Drive5 adapts to changing road conditions
Craftsmanship:  

• White semi-aniline leather-appointed interior with blue  
 Ultrasuede® accents1

Technology:  
• Apple CarPlay®3 integration for your compatible iPhone® 
• Android Auto™3 support for your compatible Android phone 
• INFINITI InTouch™ with Wi-Fi Hotspot3 
• ProPILOT Assist1,2 that helps navigate stop-and-go highway traffic 
• Hands-free Motion Activated Liftgate1,6

Safety:  
• Rear Automatic Braking7 with Rear Cross Traffic Alert8 
• Blind Spot Warning and Intervention16 
• Forward Emergency Braking with pedestrian detection12
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QX50

At its most generous, luxury is meant to be shared. Technology and 
craftsmanship elevate inclusiveness with room for 7 or 8.1

Mechanical and Performance:  
• 5.6-litre V8 engine with 400 hp and 413 lb-ft of torque  
• INFINITI All-Mode 4WD®1,18 
• Up to 8,500 lbs. towing capacity19

Craftsmanship:  
• Bose® Performance Series 17-speaker audio system1

Technology:  
• Apple CarPlay®3 integration for your compatible iPhone® 

• Android Auto™3 support for your compatible Android phone 
• INFINITI InTouch™ with Wi-Fi Hotspot3 
• Smart Rearview Mirror1,20 streams high-definition video of 
 what's behind your QX80
Safety:  
• Lane Departure Prevention1,15 helps prevent lane drift 
• Backup Collision Intervention21

A FULL-SIZE SUV DESIGNED FOR  
THE ONE WHO INVITES EVERYONE
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QX80

Model may not be exactly as shown.



1 Available on select models. 2 ProPILOT Assist cannot prevent collisions. It is the driver’s responsibility to be in control of the vehicle at all times. Always monitor traffic conditions and keep both hands on the steering wheel. System operates only when lane markings are 
detected. Does not function in all weather, traffic and road conditions. System has limited control capability and the driver may need to steer, brake or accelerate at any time to maintain safety. See Owner’s Manual for safety information. 3 If equipped, your vehicle may 
include INFINITI InTouch connected features and services such as Emergency Call and Automatic Collision Notification for one year, Wi-Fi, Navigation, Bluetooth and other connected features. For complete information about your INFINITI InTouch features and services, please 
visit: https://www.infiniti.ca/intouch.html or consult your vehicle’s INFINITI InTouch Owner’s Manual at https://www.infiniti.ca/owners/search-for-manuals-and-guides.html. Compatible connected device may be required. Subject to GPS and wireless network availability and 
connection, and system/technology limitations. Terms and conditions of subscriber agreement apply for INFINITI InTouch Services and INFINITI InTouch with Wi-Fi. 4 VC-Turbo™ launched by INFINITI in model year 2019.   5 Intelligent All-Wheel Drive cannot prevent collisions 
or provide enhanced traction in all conditions. Always monitor traffic and weather conditions. 6 Cargo and load capacity limited by weight and distribution. Always secure all cargo. Heavy loading of the vehicle with cargo, especially on the roof, will affect the handling and 
stability of the vehicle. 7 Rear Automatic Braking cannot prevent all collisions and may not provide warning or braking in all conditions. Driver should monitor traffic conditions and brake as needed to prevent collisions. See Owner's Manual for safety information. 8 Rear Cross 
Traffic Alert may not detect all vehicles. See Owner’s Manual for safety information. 9 Never program while driving. GPS mapping may not be detailed in all areas or reflect current road status. 10 Predictive Forward Collision Warning is intended to warn you before a collision 
occurs; it cannot prevent a collision. Speed and other limitations apply. See Owner’s Manual for details. 11 Zero Gravity seats for outboard passengers only. 12 Forward Emergency Braking with pedestrian detection cannot prevent all collisions and may not provide warning or 
braking in all conditions. Driver should monitor traffic conditions and brake as needed to prevent collisions. See Owner’s Manual for safety information. 13 Intelligent Cruise Control uses limited braking and is not a collision avoidance or warning system. Driver should monitor 
traffic conditions and brake as needed to prevent collisions. See Owner's Manual for safety information. 14 Around View® Monitor with Moving Object Detection cannot eliminate blind spots and may not detect every object. Driver should always turn and check surroundings 
before driving. See Owner’s Manual for safety information. 15 Lane Departure Warning and Lane Departure Prevention Systems operate only when the lane markings are clearly visible. Speed limitations apply. See Owner’s Manual for details. 16 Blind Spot Warning and 
Blind Spot Intervention Systems are not substitutes for proper lane change procedures. The systems will not prevent contact with other vehicles or accidents. They may not detect every vehicle or object around you. 17 Do not perform slide forward function with the Child 
Restraint System occupied. 18 INFINITI All-Mode 4WD® cannot prevent collisions or provide enhanced traction in all conditions. Always monitor traffic and weather conditions. 19 8,500 lbs. maximum towing capacity for 2021 QX80 5.6-litre V8 2WD/4WD SUV when 
properly equipped. Towing capacity varies by configuration. See INFINITI Towing Guide and Owner’s Manual for additional information. 20 RearView Monitor and Smart Rearview Mirror may not detect every object and do not eliminate blind spots or warn of moving objects. 
See Owner’s Manual for safety information. 21 Backup Collision Intervention will not detect every object, and speed limitations apply. Always check surroundings and turn to look behind you before moving vehicle. See Owner’s Manual for details. Android and Android 
Auto are trademarks of Google LLC. Apple CarPlay is a registered trademark of Apple, Inc. Bose and Centerpoint are registered trademarks of Bose Corporation. iPhone is a registered trademark of Apple, Inc. All rights reserved. iPhone or other external device not included.

Always wear your seat belt, and please don’t drink and drive. ©2021 INFINITI. ING-03489 Reorder #21510i (1/21, 7.5K, KSL)    Reducing our environmental footprint is an important goal at INFINITI. That’s why this brochure uses paper stock that is certified to contain a 
minimum of 10% post-consumer waste materials.

facebook.com/infiniti infiniti.ca

STAY CONNECTED

instagram.com/infiniticanada


